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IFC/IBC SECTION 1024 COMPLIANCE:
LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH MARKINGS 
As you know, the Virginia State Fire Marshal is devoted to making fire safety a 
way of life for all citizens. Through education, ensuring code compliance,
identifying potential risks and implementing procedures to reduce those risks. 
Moreover, the Fire Marshal’s Office provides assistance to local building and fire 
officials in the application and enforcement of fire prevention measures. 

The installation of luminous egress path markings not only makes fire safety a 
part of daily life, but is required under the 2015 Virginia Construction Code. 
Adopted from the 2015 International Building Code and effective state wide as 
of September 2018, luminous egress path markings are now required in all new 
and existing high-rise buildings in the state of Virginia. 

The importance of the visibility of stair treads, handrails, and obstructions cannot be 
understated, especially in emergency conditions. Often vision can become compromised 
under duress, so the need for highly visible egress path markers is critical. Especially in 
darkness the egress pathway should be easy to see and follow. When everything else 
fails, luminous and photoluminescent path markings can save lives. 

Compliance with the 2015 Virginia Construction Code allows for a safe evacuation for 
building occupants during worst case scenarios—potentially saving lives. 

ecoglo® offers a wide range of industry-leading luminous egress path marking products 
that are built to last, and require little to no maintenance, all at the most cost-effective 
price point on the market. 

PROVIDE A SAFE AND ILLUMINATED EGRESS PATH

The ecoglo® engineering team is renowned for our wide range of durable
photoluminescent products. We use a patented process, that is exclusive to ecoglo®, that 
allows us to embed the luminous particles in a clear and durable polymer.

The physical nature of our dry powder embedding process and the optical properties of 
the polymer ensures the photoluminescent particles within our egress products are 
always operating at peak efficiency. Meanwhile, liquid formulations used by other brands 
often suffer from the dense photoluminescent particles settling unevenly. This results in 
inconsistent luminous properties, compromising the safety of everyone in facilities 
featuring low-quality luminous egress products. 

Facilities featuring ecoglo®’s range of luminous egress path marking products are 
significantly safer, and exceed code compliance regulations set in both Virginia State 
building codes, and international building, fire, and life safety codes. 

Remember… with Ecoglo, you’ll never miss a step!

We have integrated our advanced luminous technology into many of our products, 
notably our Photoluminescent Step Edge Markings, Luminous Handrail, Perimeter, and 
Obstruction Markings, as well as our Path Marking Tapes. 

THE ECOGLO TECHNICAL ADVANTAGE

https://www.linkedin.com/company/10291769
https://twitter.com/Ecoglo_EPI


WITH THE #1 PROVIDER OF LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH MARKING SOLUTIONS 
REQUIRED BY TODAY’S BUILDING CODES

LUMINOUS EGRESS PATH 
MARKINGS 
Like every Ecoglo® product, our Luminous Egress Path
Markings are a failsafe and critical piece of an egress system, 
allowing patrons to confidently exit your building safely without 
worrying about walking into or tripping on anything. Our unwaver-
ing and long-lasting glow can be easily followed in any lighting 
condition. 

STAIR NOSINGS
Featuring industry-leading slip-resistance, durability, and 
Ecoglo®’s advanced photoluminescent technology, our Stair 
Nosings will provide your building with a safer walking 
surface while visibly enhancing step edge and path marking 
in emergency situations – easily shining through the darkness 
to provide clear egress instructions. 

Ecoglo® is your failsafe option for safe egress solutions.  

EXIT SIGNS
Ecoglo®’s array of Photoluminescent Exit Signs can be quickly 
and easily charged using the natural or artificial light in your 
facility – ensuring your building’s emergency egress path is 
illuminated even when the power system has failed. Shipped 
with a universal mounting kit, our exit signs are a breeze to install 
ands will provide safe egress instructions for years to come. 
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CREATING A CUSTOM, CODE COMPLIANCE SOLUTION


